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the problem is solved by installing the patch kb2600897. run the
msdn article kb 2600897 - kb:2600897. the solution includes the

following steps: check for an update to kb 2600897 if an update is
available, run the update. if you receive a message stating that the

update is downloaded, you can close your browser. if you do not
receive a message stating that the update is downloaded, log in to
your computer and run the update. c:\windows\system32\cscript

c:\program files\common files\microsoft
shared\clicktorun\tasks\0000\clicktorunfix-9.4.27.3.exe

/noframemerging norton internet security patch the repair tool ran
without any errors. i received an email from norton that norton

liveupdate is not installed on my workstation. i checked that norton
liveupdate has been installed on the wsus server. i also checked the
web interface and i noticed that there was no update available. i ran
the microsoft hotfix kb 2600897, which found no updates. i installed

the norton liveupdate. after the installation, i checked the screen
that appears when you first start liveupdate. the screen shows that i
have the latest security updates. i then ran the command from the
kb 2600897 article: the isc also reported that this exploit affected

only word 2007 or older. earlier versions of word had a similar
vulnerability which microsoft patched on june 2. microsoft patch

load plays well with windows vista there have been recent reports
about windows vista machines not getting updates. a common

explanation is that microsoft is having a hard time getting patches
applied by power users with administrator privileges. but microsoft

may have another cause for concern. some of its latest service
packs have been very heavy on patches, and these include vista

sp2. this is true for the june 17 build. if this is true, vista users are
likely to be spared from any more ms patches for quite some time.

internet explorer 6 microsoft recently released security bulletin
ms06-019 to address a vulnerability in internet explorer 6. the

bulletin states that this vulnerability has only been seen in high-risk
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environments, such as the internet. microsoft says that the
vulnerability can be remotely exploited through a web site or by

exploiting a specially crafted microsoft office file. this vulnerability
was first reported to microsoft by a third-party researcher. microsoft

was notified of the vulnerability on may 12. the final release is
scheduled for june 3. microsoft patch load plays well with windows
vista there have been recent reports about windows vista machines
not getting updates. microsoft patch load plays well with windows

vista there have been recent reports about windows vista machines
not getting updates.
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get ready to do your homework is your system already patched? if
not, what is your plan to deal with the norton security patch? have
you made a backup of your system, or are you using it as a testing

environment? how are you going to make sure that you get the
patches? your humble scribe still watching the database of the

national vulnerability database is up-to-date as of this writing. i also
still am in the process of testing my patches. you can follow my

progress at the security awareness blog. how many patches are too
many? how many patches are too many? that question has probably
been asked a hundred times this week. in my opinion, the number is

zero. if youre not having any problems, why should you be
concerned about having patches installed on your system? update:
yesterday, i reported that the symantec/norton security patches for
windows vista caused explorer to crash. in fact, i got no response

from the norton team, and i had to ask a forum member to test the
patch. as it turns out, the companys activesync connector did not

contain this check until mid-may. while this means that users could
get the additional permissions without being in the mailbox owners
group, the problem was that exchange 2003 sp2, which contained

this fix, wasnt released until june 19. the patch was quite successful
and had almost no problems, except for this issue. although the

company is working on a new version of the connector that should
be released soon, it still doesnt seem like a good idea to release a

new version of the software, when there are already so many other
issues that are just starting to be fixed. 5ec8ef588b
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